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We show byab initio calculations that the electron-phonon coupling matrix elementMe-ph of the radial
breathing mode in single-walled carbon nanotubes depends strongly on tube chirality. For nanotubes of the
same diameter the coupling strengthuMe-phu2 is up to one order of magnitude stronger for zigzag tubes than for
armchair tubes. Forsn1,n2d tubesMe-ph depends on the value ofsn1−n2d mod 3, which allows us to discrimi-
nate semiconducting nanotubes with similar diameter by their Raman scattering intensity. We show measured
resonance Raman profiles of the radial breathing mode which support our theoretical predictions.
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The radial breathing modesRBMd is without doubt the
best known feature in the Raman spectra of carbon nano-
tubes. In this vibration all carbon atoms move in the radial
direction creating a breathinglike deformation of the entire
tube. This mode is unique to single-walled carbon nanotubes
and is taken as indicative of the presence of nanotubes in a
sample. Moreover, the frequency of the radial breathing
mode is proportional to the inverse diameter of the tube.1

Raman scattering is therefore often used to determine the
diameter or diameter distribution in nanotube samples.2–4 In
detail, the relation between nanotube diameters in real
samples and the radial breathing mode spectrum is more
complicated, because of the resonances in the Raman process
and additional force constants coming from the tube-tube
van der Waals interaction in bundled nanotubes.3,5,6 Further-
more, the RBM eigenvector has a small nonradial
component.7,8

It was suggested to use the RBM to find not only the tube
diameter but also the chiral angle, i.e., to identify a particular
sn1,n2d nanotube.4,9,10 n1 and n2 specify the chiral vectorc
=n1a1+n2a2 around the circumference of a nanotube in
terms of the graphene unit cell vectorsa1 and a2. This as-
signment relied mostly on the frequency of the RBM, some-
times combined with an argument about the resonant en-
hancement of the Raman intensity for the laser excitation
energy.4 It was, however, always assumed that the electron-
phonon coupling of the RBM is independent of the chirality
of a tube.11 This means that far from resonance or exactly in
resonance the scattering intensity of the radial breathing
mode is expected to be the same for differentsn1,n2d nano-
tubes. Only recently a smaller matrix element for armchair
tubes than for zigzag tubes was suspected from measure-
ments of the RBM signal strength of a series of carbon nano-
tubes in solution.12,13

In this paper we show that, contrary to the widespread
assumption, the electron-phonon coupling strength of the ra-
dial breathing mode depends on the diameterandchirality of
the nanotube. Inab initio calculations we find the squared
electron-phonon matrix elements in zigzag tubes to be up to
one order of magnitude stronger than in armchair tubes for
the same optical transition energy. In semiconducting nano-

tubes the matrix elements allow us to distinguish between the
sn1−n2d mod 3= ±1 nanotube families. A similar intensity
difference is expected for the two transitions of metallic
nanotubes in each branch of the Kataura plot.14 We show
experimental evidence of this intensity difference based on
measurements of resonant Raman profiles of the RBM of
nanotubes in aqueous solution. The relative Raman intensi-
ties can independently confirm ansn1,n2d assignment ob-
tained, e.g., by photoluminescence.

In the expression for the Raman-scattering cross section
from perturbation theory the square of the electron-phonon
matrix elementsuMe-phu2 appears in the numerator. The in-
tensity of the Raman signal in full resonance is scaled by the
electron-phonon coupling.15 When calculating these matrix
elements both electrons and holes must be taken into ac-
count. To every electron excited into a conduction bandc
and interacting with a phonon corresponds a hole in the va-
lence bandv. Adding up the two contributions, i.e., assuming
strict electron-hole symmetry, we obtain for the electron-
phonon matrix element

Me-ph = kkcuHe-phukcl − kkvuHe-phukvl, s1d

where the minus sign comes from the opposite charges of
holes and electrons.

The diagonal matrix elements of the electron-phonon cou-
pling HamiltonianHe-ph for optical phonons can be obtained
from the shift of the electronic bands under deformation of
the atomic structure corresponding to the phonon-pattern16
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where the sum runs over all atoms in the unit cell.k andb
denote, respectively, the wave vector and band index of the
electronic state,i indexes the phonon,M is the atomic mass,
ea

i is the polarization vector of the phonon, normalized as
oaea

i ea
j =di j , Ebskd is the electronic energy andua is the

atomic displacement.N is the number of unit cells in the
systems1 in our calculationd.

We calculated theG-point phonon spectrum and the band
structure of several isolated nanotubes in their minimum-
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energy configuration and under deformation due to the RBM
to obtain the change of the electronic energies in Eq.s2d.17

The RBM eigenvector was obtained from finite differences;
it has a small nonradial component7,8 which lowers the cal-
culated matrix elements by<30%. All calculations were per-
formed with the SIESTA code18 within the local density
approximation.19 The core electrons were replaced by nonlo-
cal norm-conserving pseudopotentials.20 A double-z, singly
polarized basis set of localized atomic orbitals was used for
the valence electrons, with cutoff radii of 5.12 a.u. for thes
and 6.25 a.u. for thep and d orbitals.21 Sixteenk points in
the kz direction were included for metallic nanotubes and
threek points for semiconducting tubes. Real-space integra-
tions were done in a grid with a cutoff<270 Ry.

In Fig. 1 we show the energy change]Ebskd /]u

=]fEb
cskd−Eb

vskdg /]u for several tubes as a function of in-
verse tube diameter. The data were evaluated at the region of
the Brillouin zone with the highest optical transition prob-
ability, i.e., the band extrema.22 We grouped the data corre-
sponding tok points that are close when mapped onto the
graphene Brillouin zoneslines in Fig. 1d. To first approxima-
tion, the points of a particular group correspond to the same
transition energies. We find that for a particular transition
energy,u]Ebskd /]uu is proportional to 1/d and tends to zero
in the infinite-diameter limit. This trend can be easily under-
stood, since the same change in radius yields smaller bond-
length changes for bigger tube radii. The infinite-diameter
limit corresponds to a translation of graphene, which cannot
affect the electronic system. It is clearly seen that
u]Ebskd /]uu for zigzag tubes is up to 2.5 times larger than for
armchair tubes. The inset of Fig. 1 shows the energy change
for the first transition of tubes all with diameter<8 Å but
different chiralities; in particular, thes8,4d tube lies between
the armchair and the zigzag values. The assumption of a
chirality-independent electron-phonon interaction is thus in-
correct. Our results suggest the use of relative Ramaninten-
sities for discriminating chiralities.

In Table I, the calculated matrix elements and RBM fre-
quencies are summarized; we foundvRBM<C1/d+C2 with
C1=232 cm−1 nm in excellent agreement with the
literature23,24 andC2=−6 cm−1. The largest difference in the
matrix elementsMe-ph between zigzagsboldfaced and arm-
chair nanotubes of similar diameter and, hence, the same
RBM frequency, is found for thes11,11d and thes19,0d tubes.
The matrix elementM3 of the s19,0d tube is by a factor of 3
larger thanM1 of the s11,11d tube although the two transi-
tion energies are similarssee Table Id. Since the Raman sig-
nal is proportional touMe-phu2, we expect the RBM intensity
to be nine times larger for thes19,0d than for thes11,11d
nanotube from the difference inuMe-phu alone. For different
transition energies this ratio could be even larger.

The matrix elements of zigzag tubes show another inter-

FIG. 1. Calculated band-energy changessabsolute valued per
unit change in radius for zigzagscirclesd and armchair tubesstri-
anglesd. Lines are linear fits of the data corresponding to the indi-
catedk value fas defined in the horizontal axis of Fig. 2scdg; they
include the origin as a data point. Inset: Band-energy change
u]Ebskd /]uu for the first optical transition of nanotubes with diam-
eter<8 Å as a function of the chiral angle.

TABLE I. Calculated diameters, RBM frequencies, and electron-phonon matrix elementsMe-ph sin eVd for the first optical transitionssab
initio calculated energies in eV in parentheses22d. The matrix elementssboldface for zigzag tubesd were rounded to 0.001 eV. Rows labeled
M1–4 correspond to the first four optical transitions for light polarized parallel to the nanotube axis. A “—” indicates a lack of the transition
or a band shift which could not be evaluated for technical reasons. Note thatMe-ph is normalized to the unit-cell volumeVc.

s6,0d s10,0d s6,6d s8,4d s11,0d s8,8d s14,0d s15,0d s16,0d s17,0d s11,11d s19,0d

VcsÅ3d 77.2 210 130 626 254 230 406 467 534 603 436 755

dsÅd 4.8 7.9 8.2 8.4 8.7 10.9 11.0 11.8 12.6 13.4 15.0 15.0

vphscm−1d 446 287 278 274 257 209 203 188 179 170 151 149

M1 0.050 −0.028 −0.015 −0.013 0.021 −0.010 0.016 −0.022 −0.017 0.014 −0.005 −0.015

s1.0d s0.8d s2.3d s0.8d (0.9) s1.8d s0.7d s1.5d s0.6d s0.6d s1.4d s0.5d

M2 −0.062 0.017 — 0.004 −0.028 −0.015 −0.020 0.013 0.013 −0.016 −0.010 0.012

s1.7d s2.0d s1.7d (1.3) s3.1d s1.1d s2.0d s1.2d s1.0d s2.5d s1.0d

M3 — −0.030 — −0.016 −0.028 −0.017 −0.021 −0.022 −0.018 −0.017 −0.012 −0.016

s2.4d s2.6d (2.6) s3.7d s2.4d s2.6d s1.9d s2.1d s3.3d s1.6d

M4 — −0.031 — — −0.028 — — −0.022 — 0.009 — −0.016

s3.0d (3.1) s3.2d s2.4d s2.7d
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esting feature: they have either a larger magnitude and are
negative or a smaller magnitude and are positivefe.g., for the
s10,0d tubeM1=−0.028 andM2= +0.017. A change in sign
is very uncommon in electron-phonon interaction in solid-
state systems. The matrix elements are positive in most
semiconductors.25 To explain this unusual behavior we cal-
culated ]Eb

c,vskd /]u of a graphene sheetsa0
equil.=2.467 Åd

stretching the sheet in the zigzag direction to simulate the
radial atomic displacement and adding the nonradial compo-
nent ssee Fig 2d.

In Fig. 2scd we show u]Ebskd /]uu for graphene when
stretching it according to as19,0d tube ssolid lined and a
s17,0d tubesdotted lined together with theab initio calculated
values for these two tubes. The sign and magnitude ofMe-ph
depend on where the optical transition occurs with respect to
the K point of graphene. TheG-point states of ansn,0d zig-
zag tube in the graphene BZ are obtained by dividing theG
-K-M line into n partsfsee Fig. 2sadg. The states closest to
the K point of graphene have the lowest transition energies.
The s17,0d tube, e.g., has its first transition to the left of the
K point and the second one to the right. The energy shift of
the graphene bands is smaller to the left of theK-point than
to its right fFig. 2scdg. Therefore for this tubeuM1/M2u
,1. Thes19,0d tube, on the other hand, has its first transition
to the right of theK point and the second to the left, yielding
uM1/M2u .1. Furthermore,]Ebskd /]u is negative to the
right of the K point, and positive to the left, explaining the
signs ofMe-ph. In general, all semiconducting tubes can be
divided into n=sn1−n2d mod 3= ±1 families, which behave
like the s17,0d ands19,0d tube with respect to sign and rela-
tive magnitude of theMe-ph. Metallic nanotubes usually
have two close-by transition energies due to trigonal
warping.26 The transition with lower energy originates from
the right of theK point, the one with higher energy from its
left. Therefore, the lower-energy transition is expected to
give a higher Raman intensity.

To confirm our theoretical predictions we performed Ra-
man scattering measurements on nanotubes in solution.27,28

Raman spectra were excited with a Ti-sapphire laser, re-
corded with a DILOR XY800 spectrometer, and corrected
for the sensitivity of the experimental setup. We then calcu-
lated the squared scattering amplitudesuWFIu2 from the Ra-
man signal.

In Fig. 3sad we show two selected resonance profiles of
radial breathing modes. Using the assignment by Bachiloet
al.27 we identify these resonances as the second transition of
the s14,1d nanotube withn= +1 and thes11,0d tube with n
=−1.29 We predicted a higher Raman intensity for nanotubes
with n=−1 in excellent agreement with the experimental
data. As shown in Fig. 1]Ebskd /]u is similar for nanotubes
with similar diameter, chiral angle, andn. Approximating the
matrix element for thes14,1d tube by ]Ebskd /]u for the
s16,0d nanotube we find theoreticallyuM2

s11,0d /M2
s14,1du2<3.

Experimentally, the ratiouWFI
s11,0d /WFI

s14,1du2<4 is in excellent
agreement with ourab initio result and a uniform distribution
of chiral angles in nanotube samples.30 We stress that the
intensity difference betweenn=−1 and +1 tubes is generally
observed in our experiment and not limited to the two pro-
files shown. A more detailed study is underway, but is be-
yond the scope of this paper.

Raman-basedsn1,n2d assignments performed so far relied
strongly on a Raman intensity analysis4 that implicitly as-
sumed constant electron-phonon coupling. As shown, this is
not correct. The most intense peak does not necessarily cor-
respond to the nanotube closest to resonance. As an example,
we show in Fig. 3sbd a Raman spectrum for an excitation
energy of 1.65 eV. This excitation energy corresponds to the
maximum in the resonance profile of thes14,1d nanotube,
whereas thes11,0d nanotube is excited 25 meV below its
resonance. The Raman intensity thus depends not only on the
resonance condition, but also on the particular tubes under
study. Differences in Raman intensity due to resonances can-
not be distinguished from the chiral angle dependence of
Me-ph using only a single excitation energy; instead a reso-
nance profile has to be evaluated.

A chirality-dependent electron-phonon coupling naturally
explains the observations by Stranoet al.12 They mapped the

FIG. 2. sad Detail of the Brillouin zonesBZd of graphene around
K with the band lines of as19,0d nanotube and theG-KM line. sbd
Electronic bands of graphene alongG-K-M in equilibrium ssolid
lined and under a deformation of 0.1 Å corresponding to the RBM
of a s19,0d tubesdashed line, difference enhanced310d. scd Calcu-
lated ]Ebskd /]u for a s17,0d ssquaresd and as19,0d scirclesd tube,
and of graphene deformed to simulate the RBM of as19,0d tube
ssolid lined and as17,0d nanotubesdotted lined.

FIG. 3. sad Measured resonance Raman profilesssymbolsd and
fits slinesd of two different nanotubes.sbd Raman spectrum with a
laser energy of 1.65 eV.
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electronic transitions of metallic nanotubes using Raman ex-
citation profiles. Strangely, the armchair tubes were appar-
ently missing in their sample. In contrast, photoluminescence
experiments on the same type of sample27 suggested a pre-
dominance of large-chiral-angle tubes. Our calculations
solve this apparent contradiction: the Raman signal of arm-
chair nanotubes is small due to a weak electron-phonon cou-
pling.

In conclusion, we calculated the electron-phonon matrix
elements for carbon nanotubes. The matrix elements of zig-
zag tubes are much larger than those of armchair tubes, lead-
ing to a larger Raman signal for smaller chiral angle tubes.
Furthermore, for semiconducting tubes the magnitude and
the sign of the matrix elements change systematically for
different optical transitions andn= ±1 nanotubes. Relative

Raman intensities can discriminate between armchair and
zigzag tubes as well asn= ±1 tube families. The latter we
demonstrated by measuring the radial breathing mode reso-
nance on a −1 and +1 nanotube. The family and chiral-angle
dependence of the Raman intensities can be used for a re-
fined assignment of chiral indices and chirality distributions.
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